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1. MOTIVATION AND SUMMARY
With unstructured text on the web and social media increasing

at a furious pace, it is all the more important to develop techniques

that can ease semantic understanding of text data for humans. One

of the key tasks in this process is that of entity linking; identify-

ing mentions of entities in text. Consider the line that reads “The

Prime Minister came under harsh criticism over the Immigration

Act 2014” Without any additional context, it is not obvious to hu-

mans as to who is being talked about. An entity linking technique

that has the entity database at its disposal, however, can easily fig-

ure out that the mention Prime Minister refers to the Prime Minister

of UK since the mention of Immigration Act 2014 in the same sen-

tence narrows down the search space from the set of all countries

that have Prime Ministers to just UK. Such linking of text doc-

uments to entities enables easier understanding for the reader, as

well as improved accuracy in automated tasks such as text docu-

ment clustering, classification and information retrieval.

With the advent of social media, the set of entities that have a

presence on the web has increased from just famous places, objects

and people, to everyone that has a social media presence, which

is to say, virtually the vast majority of human beings. Availabil-

ity of such a heterogeneous set of entities ranging from those in

domain-specific ontologies to social media profiles provides fresh

challenges and opportunities for entity linking. In this tutorial, we

will cover the set of entity linking techniques that have been pro-

posed in literature over the years, and provide a systematic survey

of them with classifications along various dimensions. We will also

explore the applicability of entity linking on noisy and short texts,

such as those generated in microblogging platforms (ex. Twitter),

and elaborate on the new challenges for entity linking that have not

quite received enough attention from the scholarly community.

2. TUTORIAL ORGRANIZATION
We propose to organize this as a 1.5 hour tutorial. A brief outline

of the tutorial content is as follows:

• Introduction (10 minutes)

– In this segment, we will introduce the task of entity
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linking with examples as well as technical formalisms.

We will motivate the problem and illustrate how en-

tity linking can help in improving traditional learning

tasks such as classification and clustering. We will also

outline how entity linking differs from closely related

tasks such as information extraction and named-entity

detection.

• Considerations in Entity Linking (25 minutes)

– We will next introduce the three phases of entity link-

ing, viz., mention detection, candidate discovery and

entity assignment. Of these, we will particularly focus

on the three criteria that are used in the last phase of

entity assignment, i.e., entity popularity, entity-mention

similarity and document-level coherence. We will out-

line the measures that are often used in quantifying each

of these notions; for example, entity popularity is of-

ten quantified using anchor texts [3], whereas entity-

mention similarity is estimated using text similarity met-

rics [1]. Document-level coherence of entities, on the

other hand, is a set-level property and is estimated us-

ing graph-mining techniques such as in AIDA [8].

• Classification of Entity-Linking Techniques (15 minutes)

– Entity Linking methods may be classified based on var-

ious attributes; in this section, we will analyze entity

linking techniques with respect to two major attributes,

those pertaining to usage of supervision and document

length. Along the first dimension, we will outline the

usage of supervision in techniques such as those in [5]

and [7] and the approaches followed by the more popu-

lar paradigm of unsupervised entity linking [4, 3]. Most

entity linking techniques focus on document-type arti-

cles; in this context, we will also delve into techniques

that deal with short texts [2] and tweets [6].

• Evaluation of Entity Linking (10 minutes)

– Entity Linking techniques are evaluated using common

IR-based metrics such as precision, MAP, MRR and

NDCG when ranked lists are output by the techniques 1.

On the other hand, if the entities are returned as sets,

set-based evaluation metrics such as recall and F-measure

are used. We will introduce these metrics and provide

intuitions on which metrics are suitable for various sce-

narios.

1http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/html/htmledition/evaluation-of-
ranked-retrieval-results-1.html
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• Resources for Entity Linking (10 minutes)

– Towards motivating the audience to consider entity link-

ing as a field of study and/or exploration, we will out-

line the various resources that are readily available on

the web. These include entity repositories such as Wikipedia2,

Yago3 as well as numerous text collections. We will

also include pointers to entity linking systems that can

be accessed on the web.

• Challenges in Entity Linking (10 minutes)

– In this segment, we will systematically explore chal-

lenges that have received limited attention from the schol-

arly community. These include tasks pertaining to en-

tity linking on new entity datasets (e.g., social media

profiles) as well as new kinds of document datasets

(e.g., scholarly articles, web search queries etc.). Addi-

tionally, we will also spend some time discussing meth-

ods by which entity linking techniques can enhance gen-

eral Information Retrieval.

• Conclusions and Discussion (10 minutes)

3. TARGETED AUDIENCE & EXPECTATIONS
This tutorial is targeted towards computer scientists interested in

the field of data analytics, which includes graduate students and

faculty members from academia as well as industry professionals.

The tutorial is organized in a self-contained way and does not as-

sume any particular expertise from the audience. By the end of

the tutorial, the goal is to expose the audience to the diverse set of

problems arising in entity linking, demonstrate how these problems

translate to real life applications, and finally, equip attendees with

technical insights on how these problems can be solved.

The tutorial is of interest to the COMAD audience since entity

linking from text data is a vibrant and active research area due to the

omniprescence of social networks in human lives. The tutorial will

survey techniques from top publication venues while maintaining a

striking balance between the theoretical concepts and their practical

importance.
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